1. I don’t know _____ lives next door.
   A. who   B. whom   C. whose   D. which

2. We live in the country, in a small, cheap _____.
   A. area   B. suburb   C. cottage   D. mansion

3. Alright, I _____ have this jacket, please.
   A. will   B. would   C. am going   D. going to

4. Go away! I _____.
   A. am working   B. was working   C. work   D. would work

5. Someone _____ my car – the engine is still warm.
   A. has been using   B. has used   C. uses   D. used

6. Wow! I _____ a white horse before.
   A. never see   B. have never seen   C. never saw   D. have maybe seen

7. While I _____ , she made some phone calls.
   A. was cooking   B. cooked   C. had cooked   D. have cooked

8. At this school students keep their private things in _____.
   A. wardrobes   B. lockers   C. desks   D. corners

9. An _____ needs to listen to the boss.
   A. employer   B. employee   C. employment   D. unemployment

10. I was talking _____ the phone and didn’t hear you.
    A. in   B. by   C. on   D. with
11. When we get married, we want to spend our _____ in the Caribbean.
   A. week  B. honeymoon  C. month  D. trip

12. I couldn’t understand the message because I _____ Chinese before.
   A. didn’t study  B. wasn’t studying  C. hadn’t studied  D. haven’t studied

13. If Germany hadn’t attacked Poland, World War II _____.
   A. didn’t start  B. wouldn’t start  C. wouldn’t have started  D. would have started

14. Where are my football _____?
   A. boots  B. shoes  C. footwear  D. costumes

15. He tore up the _____ because he thought they were not perfect.
   A. printouts  B. printout  C. outprint  D. offprint

16. I don’t like _____ food because it’s too hot.
   A. bland  B. raw  C. spicy  D. nutritious

17. City dwellers of today only have contact with _____ animals.
   A. wild  B. lame  C. slow  D. tame

18. Last night he saw a _____ about children working illegally in China.
   A. comedy  B. video clip  C. cartoon  D. documentary

19. ATM stands for "automated teller _____."
   A. man  B. money  C. machine  D. monitor

20. If the ship was in danger and the crew ______ distress flares.
   A. released  B. will release  C. would release  D. release